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Articulation of Question
What can we do to mitigate fear, anger, and misinformation in order to build the trust necessary
to navigate dialogue on the difficult issue of gun violence?
Findings
There are a number of reasons why discussions on gun violence generate strong emotion and often end
in impasse.
1.

The more complex an issue is, the more difficult it is to navigate. All five of the primary sources

of conflict are present in the issue of gun violence, making it very complex. Those five sources are
differences in information, interests, or values, and differences in the view of the relationship or how
the system for addressing an issue does or “should” worki. Examples of these differences are readily
apparent – proponents and opponents of gun control cite different data sources and different personal
experiencesii; they offer different views of personal v. communal safety and how to best protect
oneselfiii; they both invoke “values”; both emphasize “rights,” with some emphasizing individual rights
and others emphasizing concepts of communityiv; and they reflect different understandings of the
government's role or authority, with proponents of gun control invoking the federal government's
powerv and opponents asking state legislatures to render federal efforts at gun control
“unenforceable”vi. Yet rather than identifying and exploring these differences, discussions relating to
gun violence often focus prematurely on action items and are generally posed in dichotomous terms:
Should assault weapons be banned, or allowed without restriction? Should background checks be
expanded and criminal penalties increased, or would these actions be simply “useless”? Is the “real”
issue guns or mental illness? As Dan Yankelovich observed many years ago, trying to force the public
to make a choice between two one-sided proposals will generally lead to a dead endvii.
2.

The issue of gun violence has been further complicated by the political exploitation of both

demographic and regional differences over time on a wide range of issues. This has strained
relationships between and among different groups of Americansviii. Even a seemingly simple and
“severable” policy proposal like expanded background checks taps into a complicated mix of differing
regional and community experiences, and different hopes, fears and visions for the future, along with
suspicion and distrust of those who don't “share the same way of life”. These differences are
documented in the detailed statistical analysis of 12 different community types across the nation
prepared by the Patchwork Nation projectix. Polls run by the project in the immediate aftermath of the

Newtown massacre reflected an urban-rural divide when participants were asked if they thought
firearms either “protect people from becoming victims” or “put people's safety at risk”, with those in
rural areas more likely to agree that guns protect peoplex. These regional differences and appeals to the
underlying distrust are reflected in the policy proposals of The National Rifle Association (NRA) and
The Brady Campaign(BC). The NRA's proposal aligns with the fear of being left defenseless without
guns and the BC proposal aligns with the fear of being killed by onexi.
3.

The different views on what to do about gun violence are often supported by “us” v. “them”

narratives. These types of narratives reinforce feelings of fear, anger and alienationxii. The rhetoric that
is in many cases used to push or oppose various political proposals related to gun violence has
escalated over time and can be mapped to some of the higher levels on Sternberg's “taxonomy of
hate”xiii, indicating a depth of distrust that will be hard to repair. The emotions of fear and angerxiv that
are generated by prolonged and unresolved conflict inevitably lead to difficulty in processing new
information, increases in reactive volatility, and in many cases automatic rejection of new ideas and
approachesxv.
4.

The public does not receive, and does not currently have a means of receiving, the consistent,

coherent and reliable information needed to make "wise choices" and create sustainable, workable
policiesxvi. In fact, past legislation has made it difficult to both collect and study data relating to gun
violencexvii. Both proponents and opponents routinely cite data without the context that is required for
its evaluation. Even when it might be useful, available “factual information” is often distrusted by the
public both because of its source and the way in which it is presentedxviii.
5.

There are other systemic, structural flaws in our broader political structures that leave the public

distrustful that their efforts will make a difference. This includes the absence of mechanisms for the
average citizen to hold individual decision-makers accountable for the decisions made, or for their lack
of responsiveness to citizen concerns as opposed to “special interests”.xix The gap between what the
public is offered and how it defines a responsive and responsible government is documented in a recent
research report published by Public Agenda. This gap and the resulting resentment and despair relating
to how policy is madexx decreases the willingness of citizens to engage in a sustained way on difficult
issues like gun violence.
6.

There are tools that can mitigate the emotion, misinformation and mistrust that accompany the

issue of gun violence. These are dialogue based, although not in the narrow sense of many past
“deliberative dialogue” based effortsxxi. To be effective, dialogue on the issue of gun violence will have
to allow participants to explore and reflect on the range of emotions, experiences, values and
information presented, and incorporate the concepts of self-determination, equality, and empathy that
underlie many alternative dispute resolution processesxxii.
7.

The tools that have the most promise are aligned with research on “wisdom”xxiii.

Recommendations
Facilitators often say "Go slow to go fast" and that is good advice here. We need to dig deeper
and aim higher in structuring our public conversations about gun violence if we are to make progress.

➔

Dialogue planners can frame issues in ways that invite and allow the underlying fears, distrust,

and differences in values, information and experience that derail most discussions on gun violence to
be addressed. This means starting at a level other than positional debate on, or evaluation of, specific
policy proposalsxxiv. General framing like “Keeping Our Communities Safe: An Exploration of the Issue
of Gun Violence” invites engagement on, and exploration of, a range of questions such as “what
brought you here today?” “what is your experience with guns”? “what other interrelating factors or
issues are present?” “how do these interact?” “how would we like our communities to be?” These kinds
of open questions invite the sharing of a range of perspectives in a nonthreatening wayxxv. Dialogue
framed in this manner not only helps to build understanding and connection between participants, it
also avoids the resentment and disengagement that can accompany efforts to focus citizens on
"recommendations" or "issues" framed by those outside the group. Giving participants choices on
which questions to engage with, and how to engage, also calms emotions and builds trust. There are
several models of large group dialogues, including the Right Question Project's Question Formulation
TechniqueTM, World Cafe's, Conversation Cafe's, and Listening Circles, that help participants shape the
direction and content of the dialoguexxvi.

➔

At its base level “civility” means communicating in ways that reflect mutual respect, care and

concern, and that support joint action and effort”xxvii. This means that participants should know from
the outset that every voice counts and all are welcome. That does not mean though that all behaviors
are equally welcome. When conversations get heated, facilitators should know how to use reflective
listening skills to calm and engage participantsxxviii. There are other facilitation skills, often used in

transformative mediation, which provide emotional support to those in conflict so that they feel heard
and are in turn able to better listen to information and ideas shared by othersxxix. Facilitators also should
be familiar with the narrative patterns that align with Sternberg's “Stories of Wisdom” and be prepared
to use those both to support and reframe when inflammatory language is usedxxx.

➔

Transparency regarding information development and evaluation is another key element in

building trust. Although dialogue participants need access to clear, consistent, understandable and
honest data, they also need to be invited to consider what makes data understandable and honestxxxi.
Engagement with data, along with ongoing and collaborative information development, integration and
evaluation, helps participants to integrate the different factors – information, interests, values,
relationships, and systemic effects and needs – that underlie complex issues. This means providing
opportunities for participants to both give and get feedback on the information that is brought into the
process. Framing that provides these opportunities helps participants work through the data-wisdom
continuumxxxii.

➔

Dialogue processes that are multi-layered and more organic than linear, not only allow

participants to make choices as to how and when to engage as they proceed to work through the issue,
they allow the necessary time and space for reflectionxxxiii. As a first layer, a diverse group of
stakeholders might be asked to help plan an initial dialogue process. Participants at each dialogue might
be asked for input on next steps. As you move forward, allowing for a range of dialogue structures,
from in-depth small group dialogues around a particular component of the overall issue, to
opportunities for on-line input through surveys and moderated blogs, to occasional large group events
where both updates and additional input can be provided, allows individuals to choose their level of
involvement. It also allows them to engage in their area of greatest concern – values, information,
interests, etc. In addition to providing the reflective time and space needed for individuals to process
new information and new ideas, this kind of approach helps to accommodate the busy schedules of
modern life. Knowing both that there are or will be next steps and that they can control their level and
area of involvement encourages citizens to invest their time and energy in the dialogue processxxxiv.

➔

Starting dialogues on gun violence at the local and regional levels among groups and

organizations that are non partisan and have both a diverse membership and a common bond, such as
Rotary or other service clubs, faith communities, or professional groupsxxxv can also help to mitigate

fear and distrust and set a good foundation for expanding dialogue into the broader community. Initial
dialogues can be framed around a standard or value that the group holds in commonxxxvi. These groups
can model civil dialogue, and then informally and formally engage others within a network that spans
more than one communityxxxvii. They can also help in training and recruiting facilitators.

➔

Another powerful way of framing that builds toward wisdom and minimizes negative emotions

is to engage participants in thinking about how they would like their communities to bexxxviii. To be
effective though, dialogue processes must be separated from the political process. This means both that
the existence of dialogue should not be an excuse for delays in the political process, and that the
political process should not be allowed to disrupt the dialogue processxxxix. To trust the process,
participants need clear, consistent and honest information from the outset about what parts of the
dialogue, if any, will be used or made available to others and by whom, what the next steps are
following the dialogue, and how the process is or will be evaluatedxl.

➔

The types of dialogue outlined above can evolve to a “national conversation” if local and

regional conversations are coherently linked through on-line tools. Processes for linking knowledge
built through various dialogues, and looping that knowledge back to citizens for additional dialogue,
can be used to knit together the emerging body of knowledge. These could include not only posting and
organizing of various types of information, but also opportunities for participants to be involved in
evaluating, refining, reporting, and inviting further input on the ideas that emergexli. Any such structure
must be easy to navigate, monitored to ensure its consistency with the “wisdom” approaches outlined
above, and clearly nonpartisan. If willing to work collaboratively, the nation's education institutions
might be the best “hosts” of such an on-line workspacexlii.
The above will take perseverance and focus from a wide array of civic groups and
political will. Establishing a sustained dialogue between and among communities and regions can,
however, not only help us find a way forward on the issue of gun violence, it can help heal some of the
rifts that have eroded our national problem-solving capacity.
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